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The cover isn't the best, but don't judge a book by its cover . Dr. Also, who would like to survive
in a post-apocalyptic world?. This is a must examine for anyone really — being ready for the
unexpected can mean the difference between panic and relaxed — life and death. Too bad it
really is marketed in the contest of "prepper web pages" as not absolutely all folks need to be
paranoid about end of the world stuff to take advantage of the information therein.. I have
read several medical books and also learned some new details and tricks. Delivers All It
Promises Realistic, practical, and easy to read. Complete and illustrated medical techniques for
treating accidental injuries and illnesses likely to be encountered in a SHTF scenario. Born of his
experiences pursuing Hurricane Katrina, the reserve trains you what to look for and what to do
when medical help is not available and not likely to be obtainable anytime soon, if ever.
practical information here! He includes what to devote your medical handbag, but addresses
your options if you are in a bad circumstance and your bug-out bag is not available.
Chamberlin methods a difficult subject with solid guidance and a subtle love of life. So
impressive that I intend to buy a printing version to have on hand. And if you aren't a Prepper
this is still a great reserve to have during family emergencies. Reads moderately user friendly
and just barely entertaining Medication and Sanitation In a survival situation for me it goes
1)Water 2) Shelter 3) Sanitation 4) Food 5) Supplies 6) Sustainability. A definite purchase and
page turner. This is something special for my boy for his birthday and today he knows about it
due to showing up on our Kindle accounts. There are a handful of oddball fixes for ailments
that pertain to extended hiking and woods loafing. A MUST HAVE BOOK If you're a Prepper
that is a MUST HAVE book. There is a lot of excellent info in this book There is alot of really
good info in this book. It is chock filled with useful lifesaving info on the treatment of various
wounds and ailments when likely to a hospital is not an option. A Must Read We, after a long
time of working on the dream, are finally at a point where we are going to move to acreage
and live a far more self-sustaining lifestyle that we have dreamt about ever since we were first
married — years move as do the bumps within life and medical issues. My husband experienced
a cancer crisis along with a stem cell transplant and now secondary medical issues — living 30
minutes from the nearest health facility is an over-all concern. This book is a superb resource for
not merely living on acreage and from nearby medical help, but general good ideas despite
living just ten minutes from the nearest hospital.. Great reserve and reference material ! It really
help a layperson easily understand some simple medical knowledge for first aid and beyond
(enters practical and basic surgical skills when no doctor is to be found). a solid book This one
was free recently therefore i downloaded it and read it.The author claims to be a trauma
surgeon. I don't have in any case to verify that, but given the quality of the advice and the
solid thinking presented in the reserve, I've no reason to question him.The book talks about
some of the much more likely problems one might run into in a bad situation where real
treatment is not available, and presents some ideas on how one might cope with such
situations. It generally does not waste a lot of time on trying to debate things that aren't likely
to be helpful in such a situation.It includes a fair number of illustrations, but they aren't as
helpful as one might wish, given the poor way the Kindle and Kindle apps deal with images.I
just noticed several typos here and there. I thought that We was investing in a book. Two Stars
that one is a shorter version of his other book Generic information If you don't know by now
that you can use seafood antibiotics on human beings, you will after reading this. Very newb
friendly if you are looking for the basics. Its not really flooded with the semi common knowledge
of every other first aid book youve read. That is common sense golden information a must have
book. Five Stars Great I thought that We was buying a book. I .. The cover isn't the greatest,



but don't judge a book by its cover because this has some really good information for the non-
trained medical professional.The writer gives some very advice about not advertising whatever
medical skills or equipment you might possess. I began my explore Amazon and it switched me
to Kindle. Even if your only a hiker you really should read this. Not sure what to do?? I needed
the book. Did not even know it was charging me until my boy explained Great book for the lay
person This book had some very nice info in it. If there is no Amazon or supermarket than I want
to proceed in the 1st wave, in the middle of the blast. Worthy of the read. Chamberlin offers
sound solid suggestions while providing some humor — very clear and concise are my initial two
requirements within a reserve which book delivers along with knowledgeable advice. For not
only prepper's but outdoors folks of all sorts can find make use of here, interesting, informative &
Scavenging tools and supplies beyond the obvious can help you and your loved ones survive.
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